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ACROSS
1: long-tailed brilliantly colored parrot of
Central America and South America; among
the largest and showiest of parrots
6: (slang) offensive term for Native Americans
11: mentally quick
12: a group of southern Bantu languages
13: Cuban poet and revolutionary who fought
for Cuban independence from Spain
(1853-1895)
14: conspicuously or grossly unconventional or
unusual
15: a cocked hat with the brim turned up to
form two points
17: a unit of information equal to 1024
gibibytes or 2^40 (1,099,511,627,776) bytes
18: the Iroquoian language spoken by the
______
19: carbonated drink flavored with extract from
kola nuts (`dope' is a southernism in the United
States)
20: battle of World War II (1944)
22: a specific size and style of type within a
type family
25: informal term of address for someone's wife
29: (West Indies) followers of a religious
system involving witchcraft and sorcery
30: practicing great self-denial
31: an elementary particle responsible for the
forces in the atomic nucleus; a hadron with a
baryon number of 0
33: find (something or someone) for
34: port city on southern Honshu on _____
Bay; a commercial and industrial center of
Japan
35: any plant of the genus _____
36: of or relating to the kidneys
37: an undifferentiated part of a perianth that
cannot be distinguished as a sepal or a petal (as
in lilies and tulips)

DOWN
1: a Latin American dance similar in rhythm to
the rumba
2: anew
3: (Greek mythology) a sorceress who detained
Odysseus on her island and turned his men into
swine
4: a musician who plays the alto saxophone
5: someone unpleasantly strange or eccentric
6: United States playwright (1913-1973)
7: an organization that is not part of the local or
state or federal government
8: a clique (often secret) that seeks power
usually through intrigue
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9: open the zipper of
10: (Greek mythology) the daughter of
Tantalus whose boasting about her children
provoked Apollo and Artemis to slay them all;
_____ was turned to stone while bewailing her
loss
16: goddess personifying the primeval sea;
mother of the gods and of heaven and earth
19: design or _______
21: someone unable to adapt to their
circumstances
22: one of a group of Celtic sea demons
sometimes associated with the hostile power of
nature
23: excessively fat
24: the seventh month of the civil year; the first
month of the ecclesiastic year (in March and
April)
26: give erotic character to or make more
interesting
27: a Dravidian language closely related to
Tamil that is spoken in a hilly section of
southwestern India

28: one of the green parts that form the calyx of
a flower
30: a stage in psychosexual development when
the child's interest is concentrated on the ____
region; fixation at this stage is said to result in
orderliness, meanness, stubbornness,
compulsiveness, etc.
32: a Turkish unit of weight equal to about 2.75
pounds

